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William Johnson (1823-1864) and the ‘world of industrial readers’
This paper considers the writing practices of William Johnson (1823-1864), editor of the Practical mechanics’ journal, and the translator, editor and author of the Practical draughtsman’s book of industrial design (1853). Johnson also acted as Secretary to the Glasgow Committee for the Great Exhibition (PICE 1866: 528), and a further publication,  The Imperial cyclopaedia of machinery (Johnson nd [1852-6]), presents a large, brash and lavishly illustrated celebration of that event. I have chosen Johnson’s professional practice as a writer as one example of how status could be negotiated in public life by building an audience for the particular expertise of engineers in the period to 1850. Engineers were embroiled with other groups competing for cultural status, for example the BAAS or the ‘design reformers’, and in his work Johnson defended his own specialism whilst making large, reasoned claims about the function of technical and mechanical drawing skills in wider intellectual life. Previous discussions of the visual practices of elite engineers and inventors have often sought to gain access to a private train of creative through manifested, for example through in autographic sketches and ‘first thoughts’. In contrast to such approaches I have used relatively low grade, banal material to consider how engineering was made visible in public culture and how this elite engineer aimed to negotiate allegiances with other groups that were aiming to claim social and intellectual distinction. 


I am interested in the visual practices of elite engineers in the first half of the nineteenth century in relation to questions of professional formation, whilst resisting the celebration of technical drawing as a kind of privileged residue or insight into a private train of creative thought (manifested for example through autographic sketches). Although writers such as Lubar (1995: S54) or Stevens (1995) have argued that it is more accurate to view ‘technological representations’ as the product of impersonal social interactions,  I am concerned that such a ‘social’ approach simply ignores the continuing persistence of the notion of the individual agent in the literature and history of technical drawing. Moreover, we can’t wish this notion away by ignoring it. The celebratory model of the creative individual continues, dictated in part through choices about the objects of study. Studies, for example of the creative aspects of design (Jones 1981: 22-30; Pye 1978); or the intellectual power given to ‘inscriptions on paper’ (Latour 1985: 3); to control in the factory, or the rhetorical power of presentation drawings all have notions of the powerful individual concealed within them. Indeed, the two most frequently-cited sources on the history of technical drawing (Booker 1979; Baynes and Pugh 1981) largely subscribe to these ideas. 

By contrast, I am looking at more low grade banal printed material addressed to ‘the world of industrial readers’ (Johnson 1852: 196) in relation to the literary practices of William Johnson (1823-1864), editor of the Practical mechanics’ journal, and the translator, editor and author of the Practical draughtsman’s book of industrial design (1853). Texts like these have most frequently been used to discuss audiences in relation to notions of  ‘popularisation’ (Cooter and Pumfrey 1994: 237-67; Brown et al 2009: 737-52; O’Connor 2009: 333-345; Cantor et al; Lightman 2007: 29-30). Instead, I am interested in how these texts shaped the professional image of the author; how the writer helped to shape public discourses of engineering whilst building his own standing within that discourse.

William Johnson’s professional life was dominated by editing and writing texts on engineering and technical drawing. He was also a working engineer and patent agent, becoming a member of the IMechE from 1849 (ImechE MPF/1/13; MSB 1/100), and an Associate member of the ICE from 1850 (obituary, PICE 1866 (25): 528-9).  From 1845 (aged 22) Johnson began working as the sub-editor of the Glasgow practical mechanics’ and engineers’ magazine, taking over as editor in 1848 when there was a title change to Practical mechanics’ journal. His most well-known and substantial publication was the Practical draughtsman’s book of industrial design (1853), an edited translation from the French Nouveau cours raisonnée de dessin industriel appliqué (Armengaud and Amouroux 1848). The Practical draughtsman’s book, praised by the Mechanics’ magazine as meeting a long felt lack in the English-speaking world for such a text (19 February 1853: 152-3), was sufficiently in demand to prompt three editions to 1869.

The ostensible function of the Practical draughtsman’s book seems to fit into a ‘literary culture’ of exposition and instruction in the mechanical arts that had been established since the eighteenth century through such exemplars as encyclopaedias or self-help magazines (Marsden and Smith 2005:239).  I don’t think that we can take this as just a single genre, however. Johnson’s text seems to contain at least two or more distinct genres, but there is one overall feature about a ‘literary culture’ of engineering in encyclopaedias and the like that does need comment, which is the visual element. Most texts are illustrated—yes—but more fundamentally many engineering texts engage with the practice and philosophy of drawing, so that there is a non-verbal discourse developing in the text alongside what is written.

I must also note the derivation of Johnson’s text; I don’t have much time to expand on this, but it’s a translation from French, the most-feared trade rival of Britain.  The principal author Jacques Eugene Armengaud was himself a prolific author, educator and promoter of  the ‘useful arts’ in France. He was editor of  the Publication industrielle 1841-75 elegant machine drawings and descriptive text (Edmonson 1987: 179)  and Professor of machine drawing at the Conservatoire des arts et métiers in Paris from (Edmonson 1987: 200-209). In brief, one can see that using this French text played to several British anxieties about arts and manufactures. It was a document produced within the French state system of technical education that British design reformers had been invoking since at least the time of the Select Committee of 1835-6. 

The central section of the Practical draughtsman’s book followed the French original closely, with graded instruction in both mechanical theory and in drawing techniques. These were discussed systematically, and broken down into elements such as ‘shadow-lining’ (Johnson 1853: 26), or mixing and applying watercolour, with some suggested conventions of use, for example prussian blue to denote wrought iron (Plate 10 in Johnson 1853: 35 not illustrated). The draughtsman was also introduced to the most frequent geometrical forms used in industrial drawing, with a discussion of techniques and drawing aids, starting with straight ruled lines, and geometrical constructions with ruler and compass, then expanding to include forms generated in a more complex way, for example the ellipse, and the various types of ellipse drawing machines (Johnson 1853: 17). Johnson’s notion of informed draughtsmanship embraced elegant delineation, industrial design, and pattern making, and his instructions mainly concentrated on the ‘geometrical demonstration [that is, the grasp of theory] embodied in the drawing’ in addition to a consideration of the ‘physical difficulties of making patterns for both wooden and cast iron construction’ (Johnson 1853: v). So drawing, that emphatically includes pattern-making, is defined as a kind of central cognitive activity between theory and material shaping. Examples of the tasks for students following the text included how to calculate and specify complex forms, as in Chapters V and VI on screws, helixes, and intersections of curves, including the theory and construction of toothed gearing mechanisms (Johnson 1853: 63-95).The edited text directed the reader both to further theory, as for example Robert Willis’s essay on the teeth of wheels, first presented to the ICE in 1835 (Johnson 1853: 84) and also gave examples of how to apply that theory in fully realised drawn visualisations (Figure).

So the main meat of this book is presented in the ostensibly objective, evidenced manner of the textbook, although there is a strenuous tone of constant striving and improvement built in. A similar but more overt mode of exhortation comes across in another publication that Johnson was associated with, the Practical mechanic and engineer’s magazine.  In the article ‘Education of a civil engineer’ a draconian programme of engineer self-education was put forward. The article advised the seventeen-year-old ‘engineering chrysalis’ to begin a course of exacting practical training; forging and shaping machinery in the factory, working in mines, taking in some architecture, and meanwhile not neglecting to use his leisure time in continually making sketches and drawings of machines. (This assumed there had already been earlier years of study mastering modern languages, ornamental drawing and sketching, mathematics, mechanics, surveying, linear and isometrical perspective drawing and natural science) By the time he reached his early twenties the article conceded that such an assiduous student might almost be ready to become the pupil of a working engineer (Practical mechanic and engineer’s magazine 17 September 1842: 461-3).

In the Practical draughtsman’s book, as well as the ‘moral improvement’ mode that inflects the straight the textbook style, we can also see the influence of wider contemporary cultural preoccupations infusing the text, as for example in the instructions at a very early stage of the book on how to generate ‘elementary Gothic forms’ (Johnson 1853: 15).  At first sight this seems to be a straightforward reflection of the widespread currency of this style in architectural and engineering structures in Britain at this time. I argue that this also represents a nod of allegiance to the ‘rationalist’ camp of the quarrelsome Gothic revival, in accord with the views of William Whewell and Robert Willis. Whewell and Willis were enthusiastic amateurs of Gothic architecture, which they analysed as a play of structural forces (Marsden 2004: ;Mallgrave 2006: 362-5). This view of the Gothic was in conflict with other influential advocates of this style, for example A.W.N. Pugin, who valued it for its invocation of a less materialistic past, or John Ruskin, who believed that the style could destroy industrial methods of production. Whewell and Willis were both cited elsewhere in Johnson’s text as authorities on the science of engineering, and although the Practical draughtsman’s book does not refer to Whewell and Willis in relation to the Gothic revival, there is enough evidence in this text that Johnson was signaling an allegiance to the ‘modernizing’ wing of wider cultural debates about the function of design. The date of publication (1853) and other references in the supporting essays in the Practical draughtsman’s book indicate a direct allegiance with ‘design reformers’ such as Henry Cole, and with the context of the Great Exhibition of 1851 and its mission to educate and improve public taste. 

These wider cultural claims are most evident in the preface and the substantial concluding sections that were written entirely by Johnson, and where he argued eloquently for the role of technical drawing as a means of expression in an educated modern society. This framing material appears to me to be in a very different genre. In the period to 1850, engineers were embroiled with other groups competing for cultural status, for example the BAAS or the ‘design reformers’, and in his flanking essays Johnson defended his own specialism whilst making large, reasoned claims about the function of technical and mechanical drawing skills in wider intellectual life.

In the preface to the Practical draughtsman’s book, Johnson cited Robert Boyle and John Herschel in his picture of a liberal commonwealth of knowledge in print: ‘next to the establishment of scientific institutions, nothing has exercised so powerful an influence on the progress of modern science, as the publications of scientific periodicals... Yet, without the aid of Drawing, how can this desired reciprocity of information be attained; or how would scientific literature fulfil its purpose, if denied the benefit of the graphic labours of the draughtsman? Our verbal interchanges would, in truth, be vague and barren details, and our printed knowledge, misty and unconvincing’ (Johnson 1853:iii).   In addition, he claimed that drawing could instil ‘sound and accurate ideas’ because the act of delineation forced the draughtsman to develop an intellectual, theoretical grasp of his idea that was then consolidated by working out all details. Drawing, in his view had thus become a powerful stimulant to material and intellectual progress, because it is a mode of research:  ‘We have outlived the times of random construction, and the mere heaping together of natural substances. We must now design carefully and delineate accurately before we proceed to execute’ (Johnson 1853: v).

Johnson’s closing remarks made even more explicit references to contemporary debates about the ennobling mission of design.  Here Johnson brought together the writings of both John Ruskin and of William Whewell in his address to the ‘world of industrial readers’ (Johnson 1853: 196). Quoting from Modern painters (Ruskin 1843-6), Johnson proclaimed:  
“On the right side are men of facts; on the left, the men of design; in the centre, the men of both”. [Johnson then continued]  Let it be our mission to weaken this disunion of the two first, by adding to the weight and number of the centre or composite class. The right and left may each hold to, and discuss their respective facts and designs, but nothing really good can arise from all this, until the practised experimentalist shall impose a check upon the theoretical designer, which the latter will again return, in opposing the false deductions arising from misapprehended facts. “Art,” says Whewell, “is the parent, not the progeny of science; the realization of principles in practice forms part of the prelude, as well as the sequel, of theoretical discovery.”  But we must guard against the empiricisms of practice by judicious theoretical comparisons. Our men of practice and our men of science have lived too much apart. “The dexterous hand and the thoughtful mind,” the labourer who toils with sweated brow, and he who exerts the conceptions of the imaginative brain, find their strength in union alone (Johnson 1853: 196). 

This rousing defence of the middle way of the practical draughtsman ends with the author’s dedication of his book to the ‘industrial reader’, embellished with the only non-technical image of the volume, a vignette of a great ship launching from the slipway and making for the bright open sea, surrounded by a cheering crowd.


The final part of the book, as well as the closing remarks already mentioned, also presented a substantial addition of original new material and plates, comprising recent British examples of design in specific applications, for example, in the ‘Notes of recent improvements in flour mills’ that cited the work of William Fairbairn in Manchester, and that of other engineers ranging right across the United Kingdom and including examples from Scotland and Ireland (Johnson 1853: 164-8). This final section also presented a detailed visual analysis of examples of ‘finished drawings of machinery’ (Johnson 1853: 172-84) with comparisons between everyday styles and ‘a more ambitious style of illustrative finish’ (Figure 15).

Johnson was also the Secretary to the Glasgow Committee for the Great Exhibition (PICE 1866: 528), and the final publication I would like to discuss,  The Imperial cyclopaedia of machinery (Johnson nd [1852-6]), appears to be the result of this involvement. This quarto-sized publication, dedicated to Robert Napier, was a large, brash celebration of ‘stationary, marine and locomotive engines, spinning machinery and grinding mills, tools, &c. from the Great Exhibition’ (Johnson nd: title page). The somewhat enigmatic testimony of this slab of visual material stands in strong contrast to Johnson’s other writings where he made such large, reasoned claims about the function of technical drawing skills in intellectual life. Apart from the dedication and title page information, no overall rationale was offered for this text. Its main attraction, and dominating appearance, comes from the lavish illustrations, consisting of ninety-three double page steel engravings of technical drawings using the convention of plan, section and elevation in presentation. The somewhat enigmatic testimony of this slab of visual material stands in strong contrast to Johnson’s other writings where he made such large, reasoned claims about the function of technical drawing skills in intellectual life.

In contrast to the explanations of the Practical draughtsman’s book of industrial design, The Imperial cyclopaedia of machinery (Johnson nd [1852-6]) simply presents an imposing suite of examples of the work of elite engineers as visual practice.  These images are prefaced by the opening texts that act as a kind of overture; a bald collection of separate essays, individually paginated and dated with no overall explanation. These essays include: ‘Screw propelling’ (Edward J. Powell 1853:1-34); ‘History of railways in the United Kingdom’  (anon. nd.: 1-16); ‘Descriptions of the plates’ (anon. nd .:1-66);  ‘Linear perspective’ (anon. nd.: 1-8); and ‘Isometrical drawing’ (G. Heming 1856 : 1-12). Unlike the mainly anonymous and derivative essays, the images credit almost everyone who has been involved, as well as giving details of the names of the machines and their manufacturers. The engravers include such prestigious artists such as G. Aikman, T. Dick, H. Adlard, or J.W. Lowry. The draughtsmen credited include some of the essay authors, some of the manufacturers or inventors of the machines depicted, such as Benjamin Hick of Bolton, some professional draughtsmen such as David Kirkaldy, and finally William Johnson himself, for example in Plate LXII (William McOnie’s Angular oscillating steam engine). 
 
Figure  shows a pair of coupled steam engines. The Great Exhibition engines of Benjamin Hick & Son as recorded in this volume were all embellished with decorative and symbolic details, so that the engine shown in the example has a governor in the form of wings of an Egyptian deity; other examples of the engines illustrated in the text sport classical entablature and ribbed columns, or classical key designs. Figure  shows a detailed plan view with shadow effects of two marine steam engines by David Kirkaldy. 

Although the Imperial cyclopaedia follows on from Johnson’s previous publications and activities, (and has the name of ‘cyclopaedia’) it appears to me to be in a different genre: the lavish exhibition catalogue designed for more passive spectatorship. 

Both design reformers and men of science had formed strategic allegiances with engineers and entrepreneurs whilst promoting exhibitions of design and manufactures, notably during the BAAS meeting in Glasgow and accompanying exhibition of 'mechanical science' organised by James Thompson  [p.232] 
Great Exhibition 1851 [p.233].
Handsome illustrated catalogues of the Great Exhibition. Mckenzie’s business Highly respected lithographic and letterpress printer (steam power) wood engraver, stereotyper, publisher and bookseller. Originally established by Duncan Mackenzie, letterpress printer 154 Trongate. Trade-listed in post Office Directory, Glasgow 1835 at 48 Nelson St. 1841 in 6 Maxwell St. in 1849 Duncan was succeeded by William in a business that successfully sold a wide variety of profusely illustrated books... The books were offered in part form, and in rural areas, hawked by travelling salesmen, the final assembled text being sent back to be bound by Mackenzie's (Schenck 1999: SBTI)

The expert versus the authority. Johnson was a working engineer, he demonstrated his own drawing skills and in this sense he appears to claim a ‘performative’ style of authority (Gooday 2008: 445); unlike the specialized expert, it’s actually quite important that he also invites the reader to follow the same path in order to develop a similar level of tacit or embodied knowledge. Publishers preferred not the elite scientist but someone who had proven communication skills and also who knew how to keep to deadlines (Lightman 2007: 29)

Bhatia’s analysis of ‘non-literary communication acts’ (Duff 2000: 276) business, academic, legal and educational texts. Sociological analysis of genre text as a negotiataion for group purposes. Product and self promotion in business settings (Bhatia 1993: 45-59)

I have chosen Johnson’s professional practice as a writer as one example of how status could be negotiated in public life by building an audience for the particular expertise of engineers at the specific period of the Great Exhibition of 1851. The texts show how engineers were embroiled with other groups competing for cultural status, for example the BAAS or the ‘design reformers’, and in his work Johnson defended his own specialism whilst making large, reasoned claims about the function of technical and mechanical drawing skills in wider intellectual life.
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